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Abstract—We investigate the anecdotal belief that end users
will pick up and plug in USB flash drives they find by completing
a controlled experiment in which we drop 297 flash drives on
a large university campus. We find that the attack is effective
with an estimated success rate of 45–98% and expeditious with
the first drive connected in less than six minutes. We analyze
the types of drives users connected and survey those users to
understand their motivation and security profile. We find that
a drive’s appearance does not increase attack success. Instead,
users connect the drive with the altruistic intention of finding the
owner. These individuals are not technically incompetent, but are
rather typical community members who appear to take more
recreational risks then their peers. We conclude with lessons
learned and discussion on how social engineering attacks—while
less technical—continue to be an effective attack vector that our
community has yet to successfully address.

I. INTRODUCTION

The security community has long held the belief that users

can be socially engineered into picking up and plugging in

seemingly lost USB flash drives they find. Unfortunately,

whether driven by altruistic motives or human curiosity, the

user unknowingly opens their organization to an internal

attack when they connect the drive—a physical Trojan horse.

Our community is filled with anecdotes of these attacks and

pentesters have even boasted that they can hack humans by

crafting labels that will pique an individual’s curiosity [1]:

“While in the bathroom, I place an envelope in one stall. On

the cover of the envelope I put a sticker that says PRIVATE.

Inside the ’private’ envelope is a USB key with a malicious

payload on it. I do this in one stall and also in the hallway by

a break room to increase my chances and hope that the person

that finds one of them is curious enough to insert it into their

computer. Sure enough, this method seems to always work.”

However, despite recent attacks that underscore the risk

of malicious peripherals [2], [3] and rumors of the attack’s

efficacy, there has been little formal analysis of whether the

attack is effective nor why users connect the drives. In this

work, we investigate the classic anecdote by conducting a large

scale experiment in which we drop nearly 300 flash drives of

different types, in different locations, and at different times on

the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign campus.

We measure the efficacy and speed of the attack by replacing

expected files on the drive with HTML files containing an

embedded img tag that allows us to track when a file is opened

on each drive without automatically executing any code. We

find that users pick up and connect an estimated 45%–98% of

the drives we dropped. Further, the attack is expeditious with a

median time to connection of 6.9 hours and the first connection

occurring within six minutes from when the drive was dropped.

Contrary to popular belief, the appearance of a drive does not

increase the likelihood that someone will connect it to their

computer. Instead, users connect all types of drives unless

there are other means of locating the owner—suggesting that

participants are altruistically motivated. However, while users

initially connect the drive with altruistic intentions, nearly half

are overcome with curiosity and open intriguing files—such

as vacation photos—before trying to find the drive’s owner.

To better understand users’ motivations and rationale, we

offered participants the opportunity to complete a short survey

when they opened any of the files and read about the study.

In this survey, we ask users why they connected the drive, the

precautions they took, demographic information, as well as

standard questions to measure their risk profile and computer

expertise. We find that attack was effective against all sub-

populations at Illinois. The majority of respondents connected

a drive to locate its owner (68%) or out of curiosity (18%),

although a handful also admitted they planned on keeping the

drive for themselves.

The students and staff that connected the drives were not

computer nor security illiterate and were not significantly differ-

ent than their peers at the University of Illinois on Egelman and

Peer’s Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) [4]. While

the users that connected the drive engaged in riskier behavior

than their peers on the DOSPERT scale [5], they were more

risk averse than the general population in every domain except

for recreational risk.

When prompted, 68% of users stated that they took no

precautions when connecting the drive. For those respondents

who considered protective measures, 10 (16%) scanned the

drive with their anti-virus software and 5 (8%) believed that

their operating system or security software would protect them,

e.g., “I trust my macbook to be a good defense against viruses”.

Surprisingly, another 5 (8%) sacrificed a personal computer or

used university resources to protect their personal equipment.

In the end, all but a handful of the users who took precautions

did so in an ineffective manner and the majority took no

precautions at all.

These results—particularly the risk averseness relative to

the general population on the DOSPERT scale—suggest that

the attack would be effective against most users and that the

average person does not understand the danger of connecting an

unknown peripheral to their computer. We hope that by bringing

these details to light, we remind the security community that
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some of the simplest attacks remain realistic threats. There is

still much work needed to understand the dynamics of social

engineering, develop technical defenses, and learn how to

effectively teach users how to protect themselves.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is based on anecdotal evidence that users will plug

in USB flash drives they stumble upon [6]–[9] and prior work

that has shown that simply connecting a USB drive presents

an immediate risk.

Removable Device Attacks. Microsoft Windows no

longer automatically executes arbitrary code when connecting

a USB drive [10], which defeats many of the traditional

attacks [11], [12]. However, despite this precaution, connecting

a USB drive still poses significant risk. In 2014, Nohl

et al. showed that an attacker can reprogram the firmware

in a USB drive to convert it into a USB human interface

device that automatically executes malicious code, or into a

network interface that intercepts sensitive traffic [13]. Similarly,

file previews are automatically generated on connection and

vulnerabilities in installed applications can enable an attack.

For example, in 2013, a vulnerability in SketchUp allowed

code execution during file preview generation [14]. Larimer

showed that the same vein of attacks are possible on Linux [15]

and work by both Sevinsky [16] and Hudson [17] extended

this attack beyond USB to Thunderbolt devices.

USB Drive Engineering. Despite the pervasiveness of the

belief that users will plug in USB drives they find, there has

been no peer-reviewed research on the topic. Jacobs informally

investigated the question: “Are USB flash drives an effective

social-engineering vector for cyber attacks targeting commercial

and residential computer systems?” in his masters thesis and

found that 11 out of 30 flash drives were opened in each

of the commercial and residential areas [18]. More recently,

CompTIA commissioned a study that dropped 200 flash drives

containing text files with email addresses or trackable links

in “high traffic public spaces” in four cities. They also fielded

a survey but did not survey participants who interacted with

the flash drives [19]. We compare our results to both studies

throughout the paper.

Social Engineering Attacks. There have been several

studies that broadly focus on social engineering. Researchers

have used social networks to increase the effectiveness of

phishing attacks [20]. Wright left 50 unsecured smartphones

in cities to observe their finders’ behaviors [21]. Christin et. al

investigated the incentive necessary to convince users to run

an unknown binary using Mechanical Turk [22]. Greitzer et al.

define the Unintentional Insider Threat problem, discuss case

studies, and provide recommendations [23].

Social Engineering Susceptibility. There have been sev-

eral studies that aimed to determine the relationship between

demographic factors and cybercrime victims [24]–[30]. Beyond

specific attacks, there have been several studies that measured

what factors affect security hygiene and user behavior [31]–

[35].

Decision Making. There has been much previous work on

human decision making processes. We build on this literature,

using the DOSPERT scale [5], [36] to measure participants’

risk-taking profile and the SeBIS survey [4] to measure security

knowledge and behavior. Our work underscores existing

literature on users’ attitudes towards security [37]–[42], further

suggesting that users can generally identify technology risks

but do not necessarily understand them.

III. METHODOLOGY

To determine whether users pick up and connect USB flash

drives they find, we dropped 297 flash drives at the University

of Illinois Urbana-Champaign—a large academic institution

in the United States—and measured who connected the drives

and why.

Each flash drive contained files that are named consistently

with the drive’s appearance, but are HTML files containing

an img tag that referenced our centrally managed server and

offered the user an opportunity to answer a survey about why

they picked up the flash drive. We measured (1) whether users

picked up the flash drives (2) whether users later plugged

connected the drives and opened files and (3) why users plugged

in the flash drives. In this section, we describe our experiment

in detail.

A. Drive Selection and Placement

We wanted to measure not only whether users picked up

flash drives, but whether external appearance affects users’

behavior. In our experiment, we varied the (1) geographic drop

location, (2) the physical appearance of the drive (e.g., using

an external label), and (3) the time of day and measured their

effect:

1) Geographic Location. We placed flash drives at

30 unique locations on the campus, ten at each of three

sub-campuses (Main Quad, South Quad, and Engineering

Quad). On each sub-campus, we placed drives at five

location types: parking lots1, hallways, academic areas

(e.g., classrooms or libraries), common areas (e.g., building

lobbies or cafeterias), and outside (e.g., sidewalks). We

distributed the experiment among the three sub-campuses

to reduce the chance of arousing suspicion.

2) Drive Appearance. We varied the type of drives

dropped at each location to determine whether users

picked up the drive for altruistic or selfish reasons.2

Two types are engineered to trigger altruistic tendencies:

drives with a return address or with keys attached; two

are intended to trigger selfish tendencies: drives with the

label “confidential” or “final exam solutions“; one is our

control group: drives with no label. We show an example

of each in Fig. 1.

3) Time of Day. We dropped drives during the morning

(6– 10am) and afternoon (1– 5pm). By varying drop time,

we hoped to target faculty, staff, and students both coming

to and leaving campus.

We dropped each of the five drive types at two times of day

at 30 locations for a total 5× 2× 30 = 300 drives.

1Five of the six parking lots are designated for faculty/staff only.
2Prior work by Forbes et al. have argued that participants who return keys

do so for altruistic reasons [43].
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(a) Unlabeled drive (b) Drive with keys (c) Drive with return label (d) Confidential drive (e) Exam solutions drive

Fig. 1: Drive Appearances—We dropped five different types of drives. We chose two appearances (keys and return label)

to motivate altruism and two appearances (confidential and exam solutions) to motivate self-interest, as well as an unlabeled

control.

B. Drive Content

Each drive contained files consistent with external appear-

ance, as depicted in Fig. 2. The only difference was that

all of the files on the drives were HTML documents, which

contained an img tag for an image located on a centrally

controlled server. This embedded image allowed us to detect

when a file was opened from an Internet-connected computer,

but did not execute any code on the machine. The HTML

file also explained the study, allowed recipients to withdraw

from the experiment, and included a link to a follow-up survey.

We emphasize that we do not automatically run any code on

participants’ machines. As such, we may under count responses

if a user connected the drive, but did not open any of the HTML

files.

C. Survey

To understand why users picked up the flash drives and to

measure users’ risk attitudes, we offered users who picked

up flash drives the opportunity to complete an anonymous

survey on their risk attitudes for $10 compensation. In this

survey, we asked participants a range of questions using

SurveyMonkey [44] that broadly measured a user’s risk-taking

profile, computer security expertise, and rationale for plugging

in the flash drive. We specifically asked about:

1) Demographics. We asked demographic questions from

SurveyMonkey’s question bank (e.g., age, sex, and level

of education) [45].

2) Affiliation. We asked a participant their affiliation with

the University of Illinois (e.g., faculty, staff, or student).

3) Previous Knowledge. We asked if the participant had

previously heard about the study. We later discarded

responses where the user had pre-existing knowledge.

4) Motivation. We asked the participant why they picked

up the flash drive and if external appearance or any other

factor affected their decision.

5) Computer Expertise and Behaviors. We asked ques-

tions from the SeBIS Survey [4] to measure the partic-

ipants’ computer and computer security behaviors and

three questions from another study [27] to measure their

computer expertise.

6) Risk Attitude. We presented questions from the

DOSPERT Survey [5], a standardized survey for mea-

suring how likely a participant is to take part in risky

behavior.

7) Internet Usage. We asked how much time the user spent

online on a weekly basis. We asked this because previous

studies have found that time spent on the Internet and

visits to certain types of websites correlate with cybercrime

victimization or malware encounters [24], [26]–[28], [30].

We also added six confirmation questions that instructed

participants to chose a specific answer in order to check

whether they were still paying attention to the survey. Once the

participant finished the survey, they were offered the choice of

a $10 Amazon gift card or to meet a researcher in person and

collect $10 in cash compensation.

To collect baseline values for the University of Illinois, we

emailed a random 600 members of the Illinois community

in December 2015, in which we asked users to complete a

version of the survey with the USB-related questions removed.

The surveys were otherwise identical and participants were

compensated with either a $5 Amazon gift card or $5 in cash

compensation.

D. Ethical Considerations

We submitted and received IRB approval for both the

experiment and base line survey. We explicitly note that our

experiment employed a degree of deception: we misrepresented

the purpose of and content on the flash drives. Throughout the

experiment, we provided participants with contact information

for both our team and the University of Illinois IRB. We allowed

participants to exclude themselves from the experiment when

they clicked on any of the HTML files on the flash drives.

We received no negative feedback from participants and as

we discuss in Section IV; several participants expressed their

appreciation for the research and asked about our results.

To minimize the risk to participants’ computers, we did not

automatically run any code on participants’ systems and the

HTML files contained no scripts. We purchased the USB drives

from a reputable vendor and tested the drives to ensure they

did not present any unusual warnings on our test systems.

E. Execution

We dropped 297 flash drives during the week of April

27, 2015, a typical week on the campus.3 Our team dropped

143 drives on 4/27, 145 drives on 4/28, and 9 drives on 4/29.

A team of eight students dropped drives in plain sight. Our

3We intended to drop 300 drives. One drive was lost during the experiment,
and a researcher could not physically access one location to drop two drives.
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(a) Personal Contents—Unlabeled, keys, and return label
drives contain these files.

(b) Business Contents—Confidential drives contain these files.

(c) Exam Contents—Exam drives contain these files. Note that
only one folder is expanded for brevity; all other folders contain
the same file names.

Fig. 2: Drive Contents—We show the folder structures for

each drive type. Contents were chosen to match the flash drives’

appearances and provide participants with multiple file options.

protocol was similar to the one defined by Lastdrager et al.,

in which students would walk around and pretend to tie their

shoelaces, look around to see if anybody noticed them, and

then drop the USB key before walking away [46].

After dropping the drives, the researchers recorded the

location of the drive on a smartphone. Throughout the day, the

researchers would check on the location and record whether the

drive had been moved or removed. Researchers were instructed

not to touch or move the drives and not to interact with any

subjects. Drives were checked once per drop period (6–10 am,

1–5 pm) until they were taken or until the end of 5/1.

IV. RESULTS

We analyzed the drives that were picked up, the drives

connected to a computer, and the files opened on each drive.

We present the details of this analysis in this section.

Participants opened one or more files on 135 of the 297 flash

drives (45%) and 290 of the drives (98%) were removed from

their drop locations by the end of our observation period. It

is not clear if users plugged in the remaining 155 drives—a

participant might have plugged in a drive without opening a file

or simply might not have had connected the drive. However,

these two numbers allow us to bound the attack’s success

rate to be between 45–98%. Of the 135 users who plugged a

drive into their computer, 77 (57%) did not explicitly opt-in to

providing detailed data. We include them in the raw number

of users who plugged in a drive, but exclude them from any

further analysis in this study.4

A. Affecting Success Rate

When we dropped drives, we varied (1) geographic location,

(2) time of day, and (3) drive appearance. We applied the test

of equal proportions and find that geographic location, time

of day, and day of week have no affect on whether a user

plugs in the drive (Table I). While none of the different drive

types had a higher success rate, the drives with return labels

had a lower success rate: only 17 of 59 (29%) of drives with

return address labels were plugged in compared to 27 of 60

(45%) of unlabeled drives (p = 0.10). We suspect that this is

because altruistic participants had another means of locating

the drive owner. We present the exact values for each category

in Table I.

B. Opened Files

We analyzed the files that users opened to determine whether

users are acting altruistically or selfishly. While the fact that

fewer participants connected drives with return address labels

suggests that users are acting altruistically, the order of file

operations paints a slightly different picture. The unlabeled

drives, as well as the drives with keys and/or return address

label contained a file labeled as the owner’s résumé, which

4In two cases, consent was recorded, but no files were opened. We suspect
that users opened the HTML files in a text editor or opened the files on a
machine without Internet access.

aSignificantly fewer drives that were dropped on Tuesday were opened, but
all return label drives were dropped on that day and when they are removed
from the data set, the difference is no longer significant.
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TABLE I: Flash Drive Open Data—We show the number

of flash drives whose files were opened, divided among a

number of different categories that we believed could affect the

attack’s effectiveness. We are unable to significantly improve

our success rate, and can only decrease it by including drives

that contain return labels.a

Category Drives Opened p

Drive Type

Confidential 29/58 (50%) 0.72
Exams 30/60 (50%) 0.71
Keys 32/60 (53%) 0.47
Return Label 17/59 (29%) 0.10
None 27/60 (45%) –

Location Type

Academic Room 25/58 (43%) 0.35
Common Room 26/60 (43%) 0.36
Hallway 24/59 (41%) 0.23
Outside 28/60 (47%) 0.58
Parking Lot 32/60 (53%) –

Location Geography

North 49/100 (49%) 0.26
South 46/97 (47%) 0.36
Main 40/100 (40%) –

Time of Day

Morning 71/149 (48%) 0.52
Afternoon 64/148 (43%) –

Day of Week

Tuesday 58/147 (39%) 0.05
Tuesday (no Return Label) 41/88 (47%) 0.57
Monday 77/150 (51%) –

would be a logical place to find the owner’s contact information.

However, as shown in Table II, nearly half of the users

first opened one of the winter break photos, which wouldn’t

reasonably help locate the owner. We suspect that participants

who pick up the drive do so with altruistic intentions, but their

curiosity surpasses their altruism.

C. Lag Time

We measured the time differences between when the flash

drive was dropped, when it was found missing, and when a

file was opened on the drive. We find that 87.5% of drives

were picked up before the next drop round and all of the drives

were taken were missing by the 8th round of checks.5

Drives were plugged into a computer in a median 6.9 hours

(average, 38.5 hours), as depicted in Fig. 3.6 The drives that

we dropped in the afternoon were connected significantly faster

(two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p = 0.017). However,

in both cases, the attack is effective and users pick up the

drives quickly.

5This excludes one drive we found moved, four drives we found unchanged,
one drive that was given a status of “other”, and one drive whose status was
not updated.

6During this analysis, we noticed two inconsistencies. In the first, one drive
was connected before it was recorded as being dropped. In the second, the
drive was marked missing significantly after a file had been opened on it. Both
of these were due to recording error and we do not believe they significantly
affect our analysis.
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Fig. 3: Empirical CDF of Measured Lag—We show the em-

pirical cumulative distribution function for the time difference

between when a drive was dropped and when a file was opened

on that drive. Afternoon drives were picked up more quickly

than morning ones, but both were generally picked up quickly.

D. Browser and Operating System

We find no significant difference between the web browsers

used by the users that picked up drives and the statistics

published by W3Counter [47] for the general population

(Table IV).7 We do however find a higher proportion of

Mac (p = 0.0022) and lower proportion of Windows users

(p = 0.026), as shown in Table III.

E. Comparison to Previous Studies

The file open fraction we observe in this study is less than

the open fraction found in three prior anecdotes [6]–[8] (75%,

59%, 68% and p = 0.020, 0.085, 0.005, respectively). It does
not significantly differ from Jacobs [18] (37%, p = 0.268),
but is significantly greater than CompTIA (17%, p = 9.8 ×
10−11). We suspect that demographic differences are partially

responsible for this discrepancy.

F. Summary

We find the attack is both effective with 45%–98% of drives

plugged into participants’ computers and timely with a median

6.9 hours for a drive to be connected. It is not clear whether

users are acting altruistically: while users are less likely to plug

in drives with a return label, users frequently open vacation

pictures prior to the résumé on the drive, which would more

likely contain contact information. We suspect that users are

initially acting altruistically, but their curiosity eclipses their

altruism as they try to find contact information. We further

explore reported motivations in the next section.

V. SURVEY RESULTS

When users opened a file on the flash drive, we offered $10

in compensation for answering a short survey. We received

7The W3Counter survey data was normalized to remove Android and Apple
iOS users.
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TABLE II: File Operations—We include matching files on

each type of USB drive. However, each file is an HTML with

an embedded image that allows us to track when users open

files. We find that participants displayed evidence consistent

with both altruistic motivations (resume.pdf.html) and

self-interest (winter break pictures).

File Name Frequency

Confidential 13/58 (22%)

2015_proj1/feb12proposalA.pptx 4/13 (31%)
2015_proj1/patent_app_0217.pdf 3/13 (23%)
employee/termination_notice_*.pdf 3/13 (23%)
strategy/plan_for_2015_2016.pptx 2/13 (15%)
strategy/0425_meeting_notes.pdf 1/13 (8%)

Exams 12/58 (21%)

sp15/examA.pdf 6/12 (50%)
fa10/examA.pdf 3/12 (25%)
fa10/solutionsA.pdf 1/12 (8%)
fa13/examB.pdf 1/12 (8%)
sp10/examA.pdf 1/12 (8%)

Keys 11/58 (19%)

Pictures/Winter Break/*.jpg 5/11 (45%)
Documents/resume.pdf 4/11 (36%)
Documents/reflective_essay_02.docx 2/11 (18%)

Return Label 7/58 (12%)

Pictures/Winter Break/*.jpg 3/7 (43%)
Documents/resume.pdf 2/7 (29%)
Math Notes/2-13.docx 1/7 (14%)
No file recorded 1/7 (14%)

None 15/58 (26%)

Documents/resume.pdf 8/15 (53%)
Pictures/Winter Break/*.jpg 5/15 (33%)
Math Notes/2-13.docx 1/15 (7%)
No file recorded 1/15 (7%)

TABLE III: OS Data—We collect browser information from

consenting participants using their user-agent strings. P-values

are computed using Fisher’s Exact Test. Our sample contains a

smaller portion of Windows machines and a larger proportion

of Macs than a general Internet population.

Operating System Flash Drive W3Counter p

Linux 4/58 (7%) 3% 0.26
Mac 16/58 (28%) 8% 0.0022
Windows 36/58 (62%) 79% 0.026
None 2/58 (3%) – –

TABLE IV: Browser Data—We collect browser information

from consenting participants using their user-agent strings. P-

values are computed using Fisher’s Exact Test. Our sample’s

browser population does not significantly differ from a general

Internet population.

Browser Flash Drive W3Counter p

Chrome 26/58 (45%) 43% 0.87
Firefox 12/58 (21%) 15% 0.39
IE 8/58 (14%) 17% 0.66
Other 6/58 (10%) – –
Safari 4/58 (7%) 15% 0.20
None 2/58 (3%) – –
Opera 0/58 (0%) 3% 0.30

TABLE V: Participant Motivation—We show the primary

reasons given as responses to the question “Why did you

pick up the flash drive and insert it into your computer?”.

Most respondents expressed a desire to return the flash drive,

although many respondents also expressed curiosity.

Code Respondents

Return drive 42 (68%)
Curious 11 (18%)
Listed location as response 5 (8%)
Keep drive 2 (3%)
Given drive by someone else 2 (3%)

TABLE VI: Participant Precautions—We show coded re-

sponses to the question “Did you take any precautions before

opening the file on the flash drive (e.g., scanning it for

viruses)?”. Most respondents did not take formal protection

measures, although those that did employed a variety of

methods.

Code Respondents

Specific Precautions

Scanned files with anti-virus 10 (16%)
Mentioned OS security features 5 (8%)
Sacrificed a computer 5 (8%)
Opened a file in a text editor 4 (6%)
Sandboxed a file 3 (5%)
Contacted/Web searched researcher 2 (3%)

Specific Words

No 42 (68%)
Yes 8 (13%)

62 valid responses to the survey8, which we compare to the

31 valid responses9 collected through our email survey sent to

random members of our university community (our baseline).

A. Motivation

We asked users why they picked up and connected the flash

drive, as well as whether the drive’s appearance affected their

decision. We analyzed the responses by developing a code book

for each question and having two researchers independently

analyze the responses.10 As shown in Fig. V, the majority

of respondents answered that they wanted to return the drive

(68%) or expressed curiosity (18%).

Several users indicated that the attached keys encouraged

them to find the owner, e.g., “It placed more urgency to

return it to its owner. Someone could be locked out of their

apartment/house or something, so I would rather return it

faster.” A smaller number mentioned curiosity, which appears

to dominate any sense of suspicion: “I was wondering why a

8We received 80 raw responses, but discarded 18: 6 incomplete, 1 from an
underage participant, 1 from a participant who had prior knowledge of the
experiment, and 1 user who submitted the survey 11 times (we discarded the
10 subsequent submissions). We received four more responses than consents.
However, we did not discard the responses because it was not immediately
clear that the responses were cases of abuse.

9We received 43 raw responses, but discarded 12: 7 incomplete and 5 from
participants who failed more than one attention-check question.

10Cohen’s kappa [48] for these questions ranged from 0.50 (moderate) to
0.92 (almost perfect).
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jpeg picture had an html address”. In two cases, participants

admitted picking up the drive because they personally needed

a flash drive. However, it is important to note that users were

likely inclined to over-report altruistic tendencies and under-

report self-interested ones.

B. Precautions

The majority of respondents (68%) explicitly stated that

they did not take any precautions for plugging in the drive or

opening any of the files. For those who did take precautions,

10 mentioned scanning the files with anti-virus software, 5 be-

lieved their operating system would protect them, 5 sacrificed

a computer, and 9 mentioned another form of protection

(Table VI).

During this process we also noted the following trends:

• Users underestimate the risk of visiting malicious websites.

Several even perceived the files on the flash drive as being

safer because of the .html extension.

• Users intentionally use institutional resources for unsafe

activity to avoid infecting their personal computers. For

example, when questioned over safety concerns, one

respondent answered ”I sacrificed a university computer.”

• Users trust their OS and security software to protect them,

e.g., “I trust my macbook to be a good defense against

viruses”.

• A few users took reasonable precautions, including open-

ing the HTML file in a text editor and connecting the

drive to an offline computer.

C. Demographics

We asked participants standard SurveyMonkey demographic

questions as well as the respondent’s university affiliation.

Of the 62 responses to the USB survey, 41 identified as

undergraduate students, 13 as graduate students, and 7 as staff,

which does not differ from the school’s population [49] (test

of equal proportions, Fisher’s Exact Test); however we note

that no respondents were faculty members.

Participants identified as 65% male and 35% female, which is

not significantly different than the general University population

(55% male, 45% female) [50]. This result is consistent with

prior work that found that gender does not affect infection

risk [26], [27], [35]. However, this is also simultaneously

inconsistent with results that showed that women are more

likely to fall for targeted phishing attacks [20] and men are more

likely to adopt both adaptive and risky online behaviors [32].

We find no significant demographic differences between the

emailed campus survey (baseline) and Illinois’ published

statistics, which suggests that the baseline survey was not

skewed towards any particular demographic (Table VII).

D. Risk Attitude

We asked participants to complete the risk taking portion of

the English DOSPERT questionnaire to measure risk attitudes.

We compared these values to the general population in the

bWe excluded the seven staff in our study from this comparison and compared
statistics for the student populations.

TABLE VII: Demographics—We collect demographic infor-

mation about participants who plugged in the flash drives and

find that they do not significantly differ from the University

population.
∗ Comparison performed using Fisher’s Exact Test instead of

the test of equal proportions.

Category Flash Drive University p

Ageb

18-20 20/55 (36%) 38% 0.90
21-29 32/55 (58%) 55% 0.75
30-39 1/55 (2%) 6% 0.37∗
40+ 2/55 (4%) 1% 0.12∗

Affiliation

Undergraduate 41/62 (66%) 59% 0.34
Graduate 13/62 (21%) 20% 0.99
Staff 7/62 (11%) 15% 0.50
Faculty 0/62 (0%) 5% 0.08∗
Prefer not to answer 1/62 2% – –

original study [5], along with a sample of the University of

Illinois population using the Welch two-sample unpaired t-

test.11

Our email survey found that the University of Illinois

population is more risk averse than the general population

measured by Blais and Weber in every domain. The users that

connected a USB drive are more willing to take more risk in

the health/safety, recreational, and social domains (Table VIII)

than the University of Illinois population; their appetite for

recreational risk was even greater than the (demographically-

“riskier”) Blais and Weber population. This suggests that

recreational risk taking can be used to detect susceptibility

to this class of attack.

E. Computer and Security Knowledge

We asked participants if they had “installed or re-installed

an operating system on a computer”, “configured a home

network”, or “created a web page”—three questions from

Lévesque et al. [27]—to measure general computer expertise.

We find that there is no significant difference between the users

who plug in a flash drive and the general population (18/62 =

29% vs 9/50 = 18%, test of equal proportions, p = 0.25).

We also included questions from Egelman and Peer’s

Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) [4], a set of

questions that measure how well end users follow well known

security advice. We show the SeBIS items with p < 0.1 in

11We generated and compared normally-distributed data with the given
statistics using R’s mvrnorm function given that Blais and Weber only reported
summary statistics for their study. Cronbach’s alpha [51], a measure of a scale’s
internal consistency, was generally less in our study (0.57 in the USB survey
and 0.62 in the emailed surveys vs. 0.75 in Blais and Weber for ethical, 0.67
vs. 0.84 vs. 0.83 for financial, 0.65 vs. 0.65 vs. 0.71 for health/safety, 0.87
vs. 0.66 vs. 0.86 for recreational, and 0.54 vs. 0.74 vs. 0.79 for social). We
note that many of these subscale values are below the 0.70 cutoff given by
Nunnally and Bernstein [52].
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TABLE VIII: DOSPERT Results—We compare the responses to the DOSPERT in both Blais and Weber’s paper [5] and our

study. Greater numbers indicate a greater willingness to try risky behaviors. College students as a whole tolerate far less ethical

and financial risk, but greater levels of recreational risk-taking are associated with compromise via USB; this subscale could be

used to identify at-risk populations.

Blais and Weber USB
Risk Domain μ σ μ σ t df p

Ethical 17.97 7.16 12.82 4.96 6.02 138.29 1.48E-08
Financial 20.67 8.51 15.32 5.22 0.67 157.94 7.43E-08
Health/Safety 21.80 7.84 19.11 7.02 2.44 105.90 1.65E-02
Recreational 23.01 9.40 25.56 10.07 -1.69 90.54 9.54E-02
Social 32.42 6.44 29.77 5.62 2.97 108.63 3.67E-03

School USB
Risk Domain μ σ μ σ t df p

Ethical 11.97 4.15 12.82 4.96 -0.85 66.05 4.00E-01
Financial 13.90 6.15 15.32 5.22 -1.06 48.97 2.93E-01
Health/Safety 16.14 6.28 19.11 7.02 -1.99 62.31 5.11E-02
Recreational 18.21 6.44 25.56 10.07 -4.11 79.49 9.70E-05
Social 27.34 6.61 29.77 5.62 -1.69 49.07 9.71E-02

Table IX; the full results can be found in Appendix B.12 We

find that USB survey participants differ from the Amazon

Mechanical Turk population in Egelman and Peer [4] in most

items but only differ from the Illinois baseline for two items

involving computer locking and applying manual updates.

These results suggest that the users who picked up flash

drives had similar security behaviors to their peers and that the

attack is effective against the University of Illinois population,

rather than a non-technically-oriented subgroup.

F. Summary

Our survey results suggest that altruism and curiosity

motivated users to pick up and connect the USB drives they

found. Those users had security hygiene that was not noticeably

different than their peers, but tolerated more recreational

risk than both their peers and the general adult population.

We believe that participants’ risk-averseness compared to the

general population and typically-equivalent security knowledge

compared to their peers suggests that the attack would be

effective against most users. That said, participants could be

less willing to take risks and/or more willing to report security

behaviors after they were explicitly told that they had fallen

victim to an attack.

VI. RETURNS AND REACTIONS

In this section, we describe the users who returned drives to

us, users who contacted the email addresses on the drives with

return labels, and the social media response to the experiment.

12We generated normally-distributed data using mvrnorm in order to
compare with Egelman and Peer using their summary statistics. The USB
survey was less reliable in the device securement (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.732
in the USB survey vs. 0.759 in the emailed survey vs. 0.764 in Egelman
and Peer [4]), password generation (0.497 vs. 0.598 vs. 0.728), and updating
(0.520 vs. 0.683 vs. 0.719) subscales. The USB survey was more reliable in
the proactive awareness (0.691 vs. 0.589 vs. 0.668) subscale and overall (0.802
vs. 0.699 vs. 0.801). We note that the password generation and updating scores
violate McKinley et al.’s [53] criterion as given in Egelman and Peer [4]: “a
multicomponent scale is reliable if α > 0.6 for all sub-scales and α > 0.7
for a majority of sub-scales.”

cItems denoted with r are reverse-scored and recoded.

A. Drive Returns

Despite instructing users that they could keep the flash

drives they found, 54 (18%) of participants returned the drive

to us (Table X). Of those, 36 (67%) of the drives were never

connected to a computer. A significant fraction (17/54 = 32%)

of the returned drives had keys attached. 11 of the remaining

drives had return address labels, 9 of which had not been

plugged into a computer. Most of the users who returned

drives to us were administrative personnel that acted as the

lost and found contact for their department (59%) or IT staff

(33%).

B. Received Email

The drives with return labels contained ten fictitious names;

half of the names were women’s, half were men’s. These names

were generated from the 100 most popular first and last names

from the state and U.S. censuses in 1993 and 2000, respectively

[54], [55]. We then generated unique Gmail accounts of the

form first.last.N@gmail.com, where n represents a

four-digit random number, and we wrote each corresponding

name and email on six drives.

On average, each recipient received 4.8 emails from

4.4 senders (out of a total of six drives each) after a week, all

of which stated that they drive had been found. There was no

significant difference between male and female names.

dWe used the test of equal proportions.

TABLE X: Returned Drive Data—We compare the fractions

of drives returned to us by type versus our unlabeled control.

We also include drive opens by type for reference. Keys drives

were returned more frequently than our unlabeled control.

Drive Type Opened p Returned pd

Confidential 29/58 (50%) 0.72 8/58 (14%) 0.73
Exams 29/60 (48%) 0.71 11/60 (18%) 0.30
Keys 29/60 (48%) 0.47 17/60 (28%) 0.02
Return Label 14/59 (24%) 0.10 11/59 (19%) 0.28
None 27/60 (45%) – 6/60 (10%) –
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TABLE IX: SeBIS Results—We compare items with different (p < 0.1) responses to items in the SeBIS in both Egelman and

Peer’s study [4] and the USB experiment and between the school survey and the USB experiment. College students appear to

have different security knowledge profiles than a general population.

Egelman and Peer USB
Questionc μ σ μ σ t df p

I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t use it for a prolonged
period of time.

3.20 1.559 3.95 1.419 -3.790 75.510 2.98E-04

I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet. 3.78 1.525 4.19 1.420 -2.060 74.700 4.26E-02
I manually lock my computer screen when I step away from it. 2.63 1.343 3.32 1.514 -3.360 69.210 1.27E-03
I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone. 3.21 1.733 3.75 1.677 -2.310 73.400 2.36E-02
I do not change my passwords, unless I have tor . 2.65 1.091 1.88 1.001 5.520 75.210 4.59E-07
I use different passwords for different accounts that I have. 3.75 1.037 3.19 1.152 3.590 69.550 6.11E-04
I do not include special characters in my password if it’s not requiredr . 3.30 1.292 2.85 1.472 2.260 68.960 2.69E-02
When someone sends me a link, I open it without first verifying where it goesr . 4.01 1.014 2.95 1.209 6.470 67.970 1.24E-08
I submit information to websites without first verifying that it will be sent securely
(e.g., SSL, “https://”, a lock icon)r .

3.69 1.102 3.31 1.149 2.440 71.190 1.70E-02

When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where they go, before clicking
them.

3.69 1.027 3.25 1.359 2.380 66.040 2.00E-02

If I discover a security problem, I continue what I was doing because I assume
someone else will fix itr .

4.08 0.976 3.71 1.115 2.430 68.900 1.78E-02

When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it right away. 3.07 1.035 2.81 1.008 1.840 73.190 6.94E-02
I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date. 3.78 0.890 3.53 0.935 1.990 70.970 5.07E-02

School USB
Question μ σ μ σ t df p

I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t use it for a prolonged
period of time.

3.36 1.471 3.95 1.419 1.770 51.450 8.21E-02

When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it right away. 3.36 1.026 2.81 1.008 -2.320 52.290 2.42E-02

C. Social Media Response

During the experiment, we monitored social media sites (e.g.,

Facebook and Reddit) for any descriptions of the experiment.

At 11 am on the second day, a student posted a picture of

one of the flash drives with attached keys to Facebook. Later

that day, at 1 pm, a user posted on the university sub-Reddit

about finding multiple drives on campus and stated that they

reported the incident to an IT group. Commenters confirmed

the presence (and non-maliciousness) of the flash drives and

speculated about the purpose of the study. Two users warned

readers to avoid plugging the devices into their computers. The

next day, a purported IT worker posted about the “Final Exam

Answers” and encouraged users not to plug in the drives.

We note that while news of the experiment spread quickly

and despite IT workers recommending against connecting the

drives, the attack was still largely successful.

D. Altruistic Experiences

Twice during the experiment, users returned flash drives to

the researchers who were attempting to drop them. We consider

these incidents an effective display of altruism that underscores

the conclusions of this paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that the anecdote that users will

pick up and plug in flash drives they find is true. In a controlled

experiment at the University of Illinois, we find that the attack

both effective with an estimated 45%–98% of dropped drives

connected and expeditious with the first drive connected in

under six minutes.

Users pick up the drives with altruistic intentions based

on the types of the drives that were connected, the files that

were opened, and the number of unconnected drives that were

returned to us. However, we simultaneously note that nearly

half of users are overtaken by curiosity, first opening vacation

photos instead of the prominently placed résumé (which would

have reasonably included contact information). Contrary to

previous belief, intriguing drive labels do not increase the

attack’s success rate, but we do find that by attaching keys to

the drive, more users return the drives and that by providing

a return label, users contact the owner directly instead of

connecting it.

The users who connect the drives do not belong to a unique

subpopulation—they are neither technically incompetent rela-

tive to their peers nor particularly risk loving compared to the

general population. Surprisingly, they are more risk averse than

the general population in all but one DOSPERT category—

recreational risk. Instead, we find that many of the users believe

their computers will protect them and they are either not aware

of or are more tolerant of the actual risks of plugging in a

USB drive.

This evidence is a reminder to the security community that

less technical attacks remain a real-world threat and that we

have yet to understand how to successfully defend against

them. We need to better understand the dynamics of social

engineering attacks, develop better technical defenses against

them, and learn how to effectively teach end users about these

risks.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY

This is the survey that was asked to respondents who picked up USB flash drives. Items denoted with r are reverse-scored.

A. SeBIS

[Never (1), Rarely (2), Sometimes (3), Often (4), Always (5), Prefer not to answer]

1) I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t use it for a prolonged period of time.

2) I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet.

3) I manually lock my computer screen when I step away from it.

4) I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone.

5) I do not change my passwords, unless I have to.r

6) Please choose often for this item to show you are paying attention.

7) I use different passwords for different accounts that I have.

8) When I create a new online account, I try to use a password that goes beyond the site’s minimum requirements.

9) I do not include special characters in my password if it’s not required.r

10) When someone sends me a link, I open it without first verifying where it goes.r

11) I know what website I’m visiting based on its look and feel, rather than by looking at the URL bar.r

12) I submit information to websites without first verifying that it will be sent securely (e.g., SSL, “https://”, a lock icon).r

13) When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where they go, before clicking them.

14) If I discover a security problem, I continue what I was doing because I assume someone else will fix it.r

15) When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it right away.

16) I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date.

17) Select always as the answer to this question.

18) I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly updating itself.

B. DOSPERT

For each of the following statements, please indicate the likelihood that you would engage in the described activity or behavior

if you were to find yourself in that situation. Provide a rating from Extremely Unlikely to Extremely Likely, using the following

scale: [Extremely Unlikely (1), Moderately Unlikely (2), Somewhat Unlikely (3), Not Sure (4), Somewhat Likely (5), Moderately

Likely (6), Extremely Likely (7), Prefer not to answer]

1) Admitting that your tastes are different from those of a friend.

2) Going camping in the wilderness.

3) Betting a day’s income at the horse races.

4) Investing 10% of your annual income in a moderate growth diversified fund.

5) Select the third bubble from the left for this item.

6) Drinking heavily at a social function.

7) Taking some questionable deductions on your income tax return.

8) Disagreeing with an authority figure on a major issue.

9) Betting a day’s income at a high-stake poker game.

10) Having an affair with a married man/woman.

11) If 2+2 = 5, please choose extremely likely. Otherwise, choose extremely unlikely.

12) Passing off somebody else’s work as your own.

13) Going down a ski run that is beyond your ability.

14) Investing 5% of your annual income in a very speculative stock.

15) Going whitewater rafting at high water in the spring.

16) Betting a day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event.

17) Engaging in unprotected sex.

18) Revealing a friend’s secret to someone else.

19) Driving a car without wearing a seat belt.

20) Investing 10% of your annual income in a new business venture.

21) Taking a skydiving class.

22) Purchasing a banana for $1000. Choose extremely unlikely if you wouldn’t.

23) Riding a motorcycle without a helmet.

24) Choosing a career that you truly enjoy over a more secure one.

25) Speaking your mind about an unpopular issue in a meeting at work.

26) Select not sure as the answer to this question.
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27) Sunbathing without sunscreen.

28) Bungee jumping off a tall bridge.

29) Piloting a small plane.

30) Walking home alone at night in an unsafe area of town.

31) Moving to a city far away from your extended family.

32) Starting a new career in your mid-thirties.

33) Leaving your young children alone at home while running an errand.

34) Not returning a wallet you found that contains $200.

C. USB Questions

1) Why did you pick up the flash drive and insert it into your computer? [Open-ended]

2) Why did you open a file on the flash drive? [Open-ended]

3) Did you happen to notice any of the following things about the flash drive you picked up? [It had a label attached to it, It

had items (such as keys) attached to it, Other (please specify), Prefer not to answer]

4) Did any labels attached to the flash drive significantly impact your decision to pick it up and place it into your computer?

[Yes, No, I did not notice any labels attached to the flash drive, Prefer not to answer]

5) (If yes to 4) How did any labels attached to the flash drive influence you to pick it up and insert it into your computer?

[Open-ended]

6) Did any items (such as keys) attached to the flash drive significantly impact your decision to pick it up and place it into

your computer? [Yes, No, I did not notice any items attached to the flash drive, Prefer not to answer]

7) (If yes to 6) How did items (such as keys) attached to the flash drive influence you to pick it up and insert it into your

computer? [Open-ended]

8) Did you have any concerns about picking up the flash drive and inserting it into your computer? If so, please explain.

[Open-ended]

9) Did you have any concerns about opening the file on the flash drive? [Open-ended]

10) Did you take any precautions before opening the file on the flash drive (e.g., scanning it for viruses)? [Open-ended]

11) Had you heard any information about this research study in the past? [Yes, No, Prefer not to answer]

12) Please select your affiliation with the University, if any. [Faculty, Staff, Graduate Student, Undergraduate Student, No

affiliation, Prefer not to answer]

D. Demographics

1) Are you male or female? [Female, Male, Prefer not to answer]

2) What is your age? [17 or younger, 18-20, 21-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60 or older, Prefer not to answer]

3) What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received? [Less than high school

degree, High school degree or equivalent (e.g., GED), Some college but no degree, Associate degree, Bachelor degree,

Graduate degree, Prefer not to answer]

4) Which of the following categories best describes your employment status? [Employed, working full-time; Employed,

working part-time; Not employed, looking for work; Not employed, NOT looking for work; Retired; Disabled, not able to

work; Prefer not to answer]

E. Other questions

1) On average, how much time did you spend on the Internet per week (e.g., searching for information, checking email,

streaming videos)? [Less than 10 hours, More than 10 but less than 30 hours, More than 30 but less than 50 hours, More

than 50 but less than 80 hours, More than 80 hours, Prefer not to answer]

2) Select the task(s) that you have previously accomplished; if none of these tasks applies to your situation, then please

select “None of the above”: [I have installed or re-installed an operating system on a computer, I have configured a home

network, I have created a web page, None of the above, Prefer not to answer]
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APPENDIX B

SEBIS ITEM RESULTS

TABLE XI: SeBIS Results—We show all responses to items in the SeBIS in both Egelman and Peer’s study [4] and the USB

experiment. Items denoted with r are reverse-scored and recoded.

Egelman and Peer USB
Question μ σ μ σ t df p

I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t use it for a prolonged
period of time.

3.20 1.559 3.95 1.419 -3.790 75.510 2.98E-04

I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet. 3.78 1.525 4.19 1.420 -2.060 74.700 4.26E-02
I manually lock my computer screen when I step away from it. 2.63 1.343 3.32 1.514 -3.360 69.210 1.27E-03
I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone. 3.21 1.733 3.75 1.677 -2.310 73.400 2.36E-02
I do not change my passwords, unless I have to.r 2.65 1.091 1.88 1.001 5.520 75.210 4.59E-07
I use different passwords for different accounts that I have. 3.75 1.037 3.19 1.152 3.590 69.550 6.11E-04
When I create a new online account, I try to use a password that goes beyond the
site’s minimum requirements.

3.31 1.096 3.42 1.192 -0.700 70.070 4.87E-01

I do not include special characters in my password if it’s not required.r 3.30 1.292 2.85 1.472 2.260 68.960 2.69E-02
When someone sends me a link, I open it without first verifying where it goes.r 4.01 1.014 2.95 1.209 6.470 67.970 1.24E-08
I know what website I’m visiting based on its look and feel, rather than by looking
at the URL bar.r

3.17 1.077 3.05 1.007 0.850 74.550 3.96E-01

I submit information to websites without first verifying that it will be sent securely
(e.g., SSL, “https://”, a lock icon).r

3.69 1.102 3.31 1.149 2.440 71.190 1.70E-02

When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where they go, before clicking
them.

3.69 1.027 3.25 1.359 2.380 66.040 2.00E-02

If I discover a security problem, I continue what I was doing because I assume
someone else will fix it.r

4.08 0.976 3.71 1.115 2.430 68.900 1.78E-02

When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it right away. 3.07 1.035 2.81 1.008 1.840 73.190 6.94E-02
I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date. 3.78 0.890 3.53 0.935 1.990 70.970 5.07E-02
I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly updating itself. 3.55 1.228 3.29 1.390 1.380 69.100 1.71E-01
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